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The magnetic properties of amorphous alloys HE 
M. x_j. n.E. «heavy rare earths, !!*Cu,Ag,Au) have 
been widely studied [1,2,3,4,5]. They are of the 
speroaagnerie type for x > 0.33 and are mietomagne-
tie for x < 0.33. As the magnetic orter is only 
short ran;*, it seeaed interesting to study these 
alloys by snail an°le scattering with X-rays and 
neutrons. 

'Je chose alloys of Terbiun and Corper for the follo
wing reasons : Tb and Cu have very different X-ray 
scattering amplitudes (~29,65) and similar neutron 

-12 scattering amplitudes (0.76*I'J en). Also the ato-
•3 nic volume of Terbium (a>33 A ) is almost three 
• 3 

times that of Copper (11.S A ) and Cu is less absor
bant than Ag or Au. Tb alloys exhibit high magnetic 
ordering tenper^tures and important monent* in con
trast to the majority of other alloys of the sa^e 
family. On* inconvenience vith Terbium, however, is 
the large (X-ray) fluorescence ( >. Cu) . 
In orde'r to confirm some interpretations of E.A.S., 
we were obliged to determine some physical parame
ters such as the density and porosity and to examine 
the sanple with microscope. These results are also 
given hart. 

1. Pttw&ncLtirn : The alloys art prepared by sputte
ring on a substrate at 77 X. The targets are nsde in -
• lévitation furnace with Tb and Cu having purities, 
respectively, 99.?9 and 59. W Î . He obtained sheets 
of «norphous alloys of I *7cmand about IT-Osr.icrons 
thick. These samples were analysed both clinically 
and vith a nicroprobe. As we observed that the 
S.A.S. depend on the- heat treatment, ve also stu
died a sample Tb ,.Cu ,, annealed under vacuu-. at 

• 2'j .75 
240*C for 4 hours. 

2. X-Sn:/ S./..5. These neasurenents were r.adc at the 
"Laboratoire de Métallurgie "hysique" at Po't'ers 

u! I-.ig the device built by A. Kaudon, M. Jaulin and 
A.M. Flank [6,7]. This devices uses a convergent 
linear bean (X Cu). The sample is in a furnace under 
a primary vacuum, "e use a detector at linear loca
lisation which allovs simultaneous ceasurer.ents to 
be nade at angular intervals of 20*. Va were also 
able to obt-in imickly the whole central diffusion 
or a large part of Bebye pattern. Also, the tempé
rature evolution of the sample can be precisely 
fol loved. -,e were fble to do measurements for 
k > C.06 I"1 (fc » |k| • 4* sin5/X). 

3. HcuXACn 5.A.S. We used several devices located 
at the I.L.L. (Grenoble). 

*-! 
- D. . which operates at 0 002 < k < 0 . 0 2 A with 

>. - 5.94 À or X - 11.77 Â. 
- D p : > - 7.65 Â and 0.01 < k < 0 . 1 4 Â"1 

Beth appararus have a resolution £*•/"• ~9". A point 
source vras used. 

- D,. : device built for diffraction with a multi-
detector, >. • 2.52 A. Measurements were carried out 
for C O * e <40*, that is for k > 0.07 Â" 1. 

The saniple was composed of 40 urn thick platelets 
stacked to form a sample of total thickness 0.75tat. 

2 The irradiated area was about I ess for D.. and P.. 
and 0.5 «5 en for D.-. This surface was perpendicu
lar to the incident beam. The measurements were 
carried out at different temperatures between 3 and 
300 K. In all cases, corrections due to the back
ground and sanple absorption were applied. The neu
tron energy was not analyzed. The nie*sûrement* 
obtained with the different devices were normalised • 
together. '!ith X • 11.77 A, we rftre able to measure 
the incident flux vitbout using an attenuator or 
bean stop, "e vere thus a M e to obtain absolute va-
lues of the scattered intensities with 11.77 A, ani, 
by normalising, to obtain an order of magnitude of 
the absolute values for the spectra measured with 
the smaller wavelength. 



4. Othvi rx.aiti.\entrtti. îtagnetie susceptibilities 
vere measured with a Faraday balance in a field of 
3-i kOe between 7 and 300 K. 

The densitiet were determined by pyenooetry with 
toluene [S]. The porosity was matured with H( 
under-pressure [9] and also by the method of nitro
gen absorption at 7V K [10]. Is t'.iese three cases, 
the liquid penetrates into voids up to about 15 A. 

In addition ve exanined transverse cuttings by 
transeissicn with an electron microscope . The 
surface was observed with a scanning microscope by 
9. Lu let at the O R S (Lab. of Bel le vue) in collabo
ration with J-C. I!artin. 

II. ZuuJLti 

1) The chemical analysis gave E «X, * 2%, O 1.53 
and C 0.83. Microprobe analysis shows a reduc
tion of the 3.E. content in comparison with the 
target. The average composition is 7b Ï'S^" 775' T h e*---
reduction tends to increase between the beginning 
and the end of the preparation. Sut this variation 
cannot significantly change the following results. 
The measurements also showed the presence of Argon 
(~23). 

2) X-P.ay S.A.S. show a large maxioua at about 
k • 0.17 A (fig.l). IJhen the sample temperature 
increases (~I0*C per minute) the pattern does not 
change up to 200*C. Above 200*C an additional ren
trai scattering irreversibly occurs, ?*hen the tee-
perature increases, the scattering becomes narrower 
and the profile of the initial low temperature scat
tering reappears (fig.2). The first indications of 
crystallisation occur at about 360*C. 

3) The ratio of the scattering amplitudes are not 
the saoe for X-rays and for neutrons. HoweveT, the 
neutron and X-ray S.A.S. Deasure.oents are similar 

•-I for k > 0.09 A (fig.3) The neutron pattern is a 
little broader due to instrumental effects (AXA , 
divergence effect). 

Measurements done by fï.C. Clerc (DPh.Sîl'î-CEJJS) •• 
Measurements done by '??. Vvars, Schnrdec'/.er, 

Laloux, Rasneur (DG1-CEIÎS) 
«»» 

Exanined by **. faire and Tine Auge OPC-CENS). 
The analysis vers carried out by '.'nt ZtnVe'.i 

(D"EC::-CENS) and Vr* C. Jehanno (DPh.SE? CE!!S) 
independanmently on different sanples. The results 
are in good agreement. 
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For weak values of k (k<0.08 Â" ) we observe in

tense scattering, which varies abruptly (approxima

tely as k ) . Indeed at low temperatures, a cagne-

t ic scattering is superimposed on the nuclear 

scattering. We obtain the magnetic intensities 

from the difference between the patterns (figs.4,5). 

The magnetic orUer subsists up to 50 K. 

4) The magnetic susceptibility (fig.6) obeys the 

Curie »?eiss law for T > 60X ;n - , • 9.89 u. for 
calc , f f 3* B 

x-0 .25 (n^J • 9.72 u B for the Tb"' free ion) ; 
9 • 23 K. The measurements on an annealed sample 

shoved the sane behavior and lead to the sane va

lues o'. the constants. 

5> The density measurements gave surprising results. 

They were obtained for three samples of between 0.4 

and 0.7 g obtained from different targets, but 



prepared usine; the same method. The values obtained 
were:first sample 9.45. second sample 9-32 third 
sample : 9.09.9.17,9.70. The neav renents are sensi
tive to degasing time. Respite the dispersion of th 
results, ve are obliged to «cent that the alloys 
are seen to be very dense. The values are in fact 
hither than for Cu (3.9!) or Tb (8.23) and also for 
every crystallised alloy of TbCu whose density has 
been reported in the literature ( < * ) • These unex
pected results are being further exarln'-d. 
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V* also observed a high porosity (•- lu ) , but there 
are not nany voids snaller than I j / ' i t h Hg, the r,ca-
surenents gave a 27. porosity. The N, absorption 
leads to 4 ' of voids with s i z e s fror, S00 to 70C0 A 
and shows that no smaller voids are present, "e did 
not c^.jerve anv voids with the electron nicrost cr>e 

un the transversal cutt ing . The scanning aicroscone 
shows surface which i s in contact with the subtrate 
and re la t ive ly rowgh, whereas the other face i * 
ve-y snooth. 

© h s 0,0402 
© k l 0,3692 
(3) k r 0.0980 
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111. T'iicunicn 

It is possible to account for scattering for 
k«0.I7 A by assuming very dense spheres being embed
ded in a less dense amorphous matrix, the spheres 
being close enough together so that there is scatte
ring interference, "ith a rough model in which the 
presence probability of a sphere is 0 fron the ori
gin to a distance 3. and I for r > ft., we obtain 

o o 
th« equation (II] : 

100 -*exp- -y* j J - —/-^ (sink? c-k?. ocosk» c) j (1) 

were 9 is the gvration radius. With S ~C A and 1, 5 
F ~20 A, good agreement is obtained (fig.l). So 
the alloy can be considered as being cade up to 
dense sp'.ures separated by an average distance of 
40 A. But we do not know at present what is the na
ture of these spheres, for exanple, local fluctua
tion of the concentration Cu/Tb or fluctuation of 
the nuxber of (tons per unit volune. 
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The scatt*''»g at very low angle* it connected to 
i,_>terog.?neities of about ICOO A. that is to say. 
roughly the saae size as the voids. If we attribut* 
this scattering to the porosity, we can writs far 
k-0, do/dc - ntVHb] . where n is the nuaber of voids, 
y their size, K the number of atoms per unit volume ' 
and b the scattering amplitude for these atcns. It 
is impossible to obtain do/du for k«0, but we can 
set a lover limiting value by taking k»0.QC24 A ' 
which gives dc/du-672 CB /Ster. So we are able to 

2 set a lower value of nV . The porosity oeasurements 
i*3 • give nV. Thus we have V ~ 5.10 A as a 200 A. This 

lower limiting value is in good agreement with the 
value determined by porosimetry. It seems reasona
ble to attribute this scattering to the porosity. 

'Hien we heat the sample a new scattering appears 
indicating that sooe order appears in snail domains. 
Possibly in this case, the iopurities, and in par
ticular hydrogen, play a role. "e know that at 
2C0*C hyJrogen reacts with rare earth metals and it 
could lead toanev distribution of hydrogen atoms. 
The scattering given by the sample before heating 
and which subsists up to the crystallization ten-
perature could arise in the sane way. It is to be 
noted that these "domains" do not produce Bragg 
peaks and do not codify the susceptibility (T > 7K). 

The value of n ,. indicate that the Tb ion is in 3* •ff 
state and that the cosmosition is not far fron 
Tb ,.Cu ... '.'* have 6 ~ 23K, so we would expect a 
uegnetic ordering temperature slightly lower. But 
the scattering measurrinnts clearly show that • 
sho:-t range order appears at about 50K and there is 
no indication that this order is noticeably modi
fied below 20K. This behavior can suggest a large 
relaxation tin* [121. 
It is also possible to account for the scattering 
intensify (figs.4,5) by the empirical formula : 

IJf(k) - A *xp - 18,50 k 2 exp - 0.00233 T 2 (2) 

The difficulty to obtain precisely the background 
(fig.3) does not permit to obtain an absolute value 
of A and thus of the magnetization. By considering 
the Fourier inverse, we have the correlation func
tion between loctil iMgne'i tat ions responsible for 
for the scattering (fig.7). So we establish thit 
these magnetizations are correlated over about 20 A; 
this size is above that of statistical agrcgates 
(S] and Ss also visible for values much higher than 

that corresponding to 6 . Hcuever this distance is 
of the sane order of cagnitude as the diameter of 
dense spheres (16 A;. It is not impossible that 
both the phenomena are correlated. 

Tiç.7. Magnetic coviitAZioK (unction. 

CcncùuJjon 

Neutron S.A.S. has shown thit magnetic short rang* 
ordering occurs at tenperatures much higher than 
the asyaptotic Curie temperature and has enabled 
the correlation length of the local magnetization 
to be found . However, a microscopic atomic struc
ture does exists and is not yet fully understood. It 
corresponds to a dense stacking of atoms. 
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